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RANGE INCLUSION FOR CONVEX PROCESSES ON BANACH

SPACES; APPLICATIONS IN CONTROLLABILITY

OVIDIU CÂRJÂ

Abstract. We extend the results of Mary Embry [9] on majorisation and range

inclusion of bounded linear operators on Banach spaces to the case when one

of the two operators is a convex process. An application in controllability is

given.

1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS

The following two theorems concerning range inclusion for bounded linear

operators between Banach spaces were proved by Mary Embry [9].

Theorem 1.1. Let X ,Y ,Z  be Banach spaces and let E G L(X ,Y),   F G

L(X, Z). Then conditions (i) and (ii) below are equivalent.

(i)  E*(Y*)CF*(Z*);
(ii) ||£x|| < kx \\Fx\\, xeX ,for some fc, > 0.

Here L(X , Y) is the space of all bounded linear operators from X into Y ,

X* is the dual of X ,   E* : Y* —► X* is the dual map of E.

Theorem 1.2. For E G L(Z ,Y), F e L(X, Y), we have (iii) => (iv) where

(iii) E(Z)tF(X);
(iv)  ||F*>>*|| < /c2||F*y*|| - y* eY*, for some k2> 0.

Subsequently, these theorems were generalized in different directions:

Dolecki and Russell [8] consider F linear, closed with dense domain, Grabiner

[ 11 ] considers E and F in Theorem 1.2 as bounded multilinear mappings. On

the other hand, Pták [16] and Carjä [6] establish relationships between condi-

tions (i) to (iv) and the following:

(v) E(S) c k3F(S) for some k3 > 0;

(vi) E(S) c k4clF(S) for some k4 > 0.

Throughout the paper, S denotes the unit closed ball of center zero in a

normed space, while cl M denotes the closure of the set M.

More precisely, we have (iii) o (v) and (iv) <=>■ (vi).
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Various applications of these results have been done. See Johnson and

Williams [12], Fong [10], Dolecki and Russell [8], Curtain and Pritchard [7],

and Carjä [4, 5, 6].

Here we extend Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 to the case where F is a convex process

and give applications in controllability.

Let X , Y be linear spaces. A convex process from X to Y is a multifunction
y

F : X —► 2    (we simply write F : X —> Y ) whose graph

GrF = {(x,y)€Xx Y;yeF(x)}

is a convex cone. In the sequel we shall consider convex processes F for which

GrF has the vertex at the origin.  If GrF  is closed, we say that the convex

process is closed. We also note that throughout this paper all linear spaces are

considered over the real field.

The domain of F is defined by

D(F) = {xeX;F(x)¿0}.

For any set C in X ,

F(C) = {J{F(x);xeCnD(F)}.

Finally, the kernel of F is Ker F = {x G X ; (x , 0) G Gr F} .

The convex processes were introduced by Rockafellar [18] in the finite dimen-

sional setting. Subsequently, they have been studied in general linear spaces in

connection with optimization problems. See, e.g., Borwein [2] and the refer-

ences.

The adjoint process F* : Y* —► X* is defined by

GrF* = {(/ , x*) G Y* x X' ; (-x* , y*) G (GrF)+} ,

where (GrF)+ is the positive polar cone of GrF. Recall that the positive

polar cone of a set C in X is the set C+ in X* defined by C+ = {x* G

X*;(x,x*)>0,xeC}.

Of course, when F is a linear dense defined operator, its adjoint as a linear

operator coincides with its adjoint as a convex process.

The main results of this paper are

Theorem 1.3. Let X ,Y , Z be Banach spaces, let E G L(X ,Y) and let F: X —►

Z be a convex process. Let us state the conditions:

(a) E*(Y*)CF*(Z*);

(b) 11 .Ex 11 < k5\\y\\ for any (x.y)eGrF and for some k5 > 0 ;
(c) E*(S) c k6F*(S) for some k6>0.

Then (a) <£> (b) and (b) <» (c) with k5 = k6.

Theorem 1.4. Let X ,Y ,Z be Banach spaces, let E e L(Z, Y) and let F :

X —► Y be a closed convex process. Let us state the following conditions:

(a') E(Z)cF(X);
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(b')  \\E*y*\\<k1\\x*\\ for any (y* ,x*) &Gr F * and for some k7 > 0 ;

(c ' ) E(S) c ksF(S) for some ¿c8 > 0 ;

(d' ) E(S) c k9 clF(S) for some k9>0.

Then (a ' ) <=> (c ' ) and (b ' ) ■&■ (d ' ) with k7 = kg. If Z — Y and E = I   (the

identity operator ) then (c ' ) ■&■ (d ' ).

We first state and prove two lemmas and then prove Theorems 1.3 and 1.4.

We denote by IA the indicator function of the set A , i.e.,

0 if x G A ,
w =
A I  + oo   otherwise.

If A is a subset of a linear normed space X, /* denotes the conjugate of IA

which is in fact the support function of A . More precisely, we have

Ij(x*) = sup{(x ,x*);x G A} ,        /el'.

If A is a subset of X*, then

I*A(x) = sup{(x ,x*) ;x* G A} ,        xgX.

Lemma 1.1. Let F : X —► Y be a closed convex process, X , Y being Banach

spaces. Then

.  _ ( min{\\x'\\;(-y* ,x*)eGrF*},

F(sp>-\ +0Q   if{x*-(-y* ,x*)€Gt F*} is empty,

and

M-v ,.      ,   ,     / min{||>;|| ;(>>,-*) G GrF},
(1.2) I       (x) = {

(*> y  +00    if {y; (y , -x) eGr F} is empty.

Proof. By definition of the conjugate function we have

We now use [19, Theorem 20] to write

= mm{IGrF(u ,v ) + ISxY(-u <y  -v );«  £X ,v  eY }.

But
f  +oo     ifí?É0,

/»   if9 = 0.

and * * +
..    , .     .,      (0 if(-u\ -v*)e(GrF)+,

L  + oo    in rest.

Combining all these relations we get (1.1) as claimed.

The proof of (1.2) is similar to that of (1.1). Note that the well-known

theorem of bipolars is used in order to obtain that (GrF)++ = GrF .

On the other hand, the following lemma is well known and easily verified

with a separation theorem.
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Lemma 1.2. If A ,B are convex sets in a Banach space X then A c clB if

and only if I*A(x*) < I*B(x*), x* G X*. If A ,B are convex sets in X* then

A cclB if and only if I*A(x) < I*B(x), x e X.

Proof of Theorems 1.3 and I A. The equivalence (a' )•<=>■ (c' ) (hence (a) o (c))

follows easily by the open mapping theorem for convex processes [17]. To obtain

the desired result we only have to consider in the quoted theorem the closed

convex process E~ F. Now we take in Lemma 1.2 A = E(S), B = kgF(S)

and deduce that (d') is equivalent to: ||E*y*|| < kgIp,sAy*), y* G Y*. By

(1.1) it follows that (b ' ) o (d ' ). To prove (b) <=s> (c), we apply Lemma 1.2 with

A = E*(S), B = k6F*(S) and then use (1.2) and the fact that F*(S) is closed.

We conclude the proof by showing that if Z = Y and E = I then (c ' ) •**•

(d' ). Indeed, it is easy to see that F(S) is ideally convex (that is, for every

C*«)«>i ' K - °> E„>i^„ = i and for every bounded sequence (}>„)„>, C

F(S) we have Z)„>i ^ny„ £ F (S)). By a result of Lifsic [13] we deduce that

F(S) and cl F(S) have the same interior. Therefore (c ' ) <=> (d ' ) and the proof

is complete.

Remark that if E is not the identity operator, the implication (d ' ) .=> (c' )

is generally not true even if F is a linear operator. See [1]. Finally, we remark

that in the special case E — I Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 are closely related to

Theorem 2.1 in [3].

2. Applications in controllability theory

In this section we shall apply the theory developed in the preceding section to

the study of controllability of linear systems when the constraint set of controls

is a convex cone.

Let X be a reflexive Banach space and S(t), t > 0, be a linear semigroup

of class c0 in X. Let A be the infinitesimal generator of S(t). See, e.g., [14]

for the necessary background for linear semigroups in Banach spaces.

Consider the control system described by the equation

(2.1) x (t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t),        t>0,

where B is a bounded linear operator from a reflexive Banach space U into

X. The solution of equation (2.1) is understood in the mild sense, i.e.,

(2.2) x(t) = S(t)x0 + f S(t- s)Bu(s) ds,       t>0.
Jo

Let Q be a closed convex cone with vertex at zero, Í2 c U. Let us fix F > 0

and consider the constraint set of controls as

(2.3) UPd = {uGLp(0,T;U);u(t)&Qa.e.},        1 < p < oo.

We say that the control system (2.1) is null controllable at time F in the

constraint set Upd if for each x0 G X there exists u G Upd such that x(0) = x0

and x(F) = 0, where x(-) is given by (2.2).
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Theorem 2.1. The control system (2.1) is null controllable at time T in the

constraint set Upd,  1 < p < oo, if and only if there exists k > 0 such that

(2.4) (/   \\B*S*(s)x*+w(s)\\l,ds]      > k\\S*(T)x*\\,

for every w g Lq(0 ,T\U*), w(s) G £2+ a.e. and for every x* G X*, where

l/p + l/q - 1. More precisely, all points from the closed ball of center zero

and radius k can be transferred to zero at time T by controls u G Upd with

\\u\\LP < 1 if and only if (2.4) holds.

Before proving this theorem, we examine an example of convex process and

its associated adjoint. See [2] for details.

Example 2.1. Let V : X ^Y be densely defined linear. Let K c X and S c Y

be convex cones. Set

( Vx + S,    xeK,
H(x) = {

It is easily seen that H: X -* Y is a convex process. The adjoint H* is given

by

10, y f S .

Proof of Theorem 2.1. Consider the convex process

F: X* -+a(0,T;U*),

Fx* = B*S*(T--)x* + ñ

where Q = {w G Lq(0 ,T;U*)\ ü(s) G Q+ a.e. } .

This is a particular case of Example 2.1.

It is easily shown that the adjoint of the operator V : X* —y Lq(0, T ; U*),

Vx* = B*S*(T - -)x* is given by

V*: Lp(0,T;U)^X,

V*u= /   S(T-s)Bu(s)ds.
Jo

On the other hand, Q+ = Upd . So the adjoint of F (via Example 2.1) is

F*:Lp(0,T;U)^X,

.      j f0TS(T-s)Bu(s)ds   if ueUpd,
t u = <

y 0 otherwise.

Observe now that the control system (2.1) is null controllable at time F in

the constraint set Upd if and only if -S(T)(X) c F*(Lp(0 ,T;U)).
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Applying Theorem 1.3 with E = -S*(T) and with F defined above we end

the proof of Theorem 2.1.

Remark that if Q = U, (2.4) becomes

If   \\B*S*(s)x*\\qds)      >k\\S*(T)x*\\,       x* G X*,

which is the well-known condition of continuous observability of the adjoint

system [8, 6, 7].

We conclude with some remarks on approximate controllability.

We say that the control system (2.1) is approximately null controllable at

time F in the constraint set Upd if for every e > 0 and every x0 G X there

exists u G Upd such that x(0) = x0 and ||x(F)|| < e, where x(-) is given by

(2.2).
Let us define the reachable set from x0 by

AP(T ;x0) = {x(F) ;*(•) is given by (2.2), x(0) = x0 , u G UPd} .

Theorem 2.2. 0 G clAp(T;xQ), 1 < p < oo, ifand only if B*S*(s)x* G Q+ on

[0, T] implies (x0 , S*(T)x*) < 0.

Proof. Consider the closed convex process F : Lp(0, T ; U) —► X given by

F(u) = { JorS(F-5)/3W(5)^    if«e<7£,

| 0 otherwise.

This is also a particular case of Example 2.1.

Taking into account that (Upd)+ = Ù, the adjoint of F (via Example 2.1)

is F* :X* -^ Lq(0,T;U"),

(2.5) FV = B*S*(T --)x* -Q,        x*GX*.

Observe that 0 6cl/(r;i0) if and only if -S(T)x0ec\F(Lp(0 ,T ;U)).

We apply now [2, Corollary 6.3] (see also [20]) which states that for a closed

convex process F : X —> Y, X ,Y being locally convex spaces, we have

clF(X) = (KerF*)+.

Hence 0 G cl Ap(T;xQ) if and only if -S(T)x0 G (KerF*)+ . On the other

hand, by (2.5), -S(T)x0 G (KerF*)+ if and only if B*S*(T - s)x* e Q+ a.e.

s G [0 , F] implies (S(T)x0 ,x*) < 0. Along with the continuity of S*(-)x* the

latter proves our theorem.

Corollary 2.1. The control system (2.1) is approximately null controllable at

time T in the constraint set Upd, 1 < p < oo, if and only if B*S*(s)x* G Q+

on [0,T] implies S*(T)x* = 0.

Proof. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.2. Indeed, the control system

(2.1) is approximately null controllable at time F in the constraint set UPd if

and only if 0 G cl AP(T ;x0) for every x0 G X.

For 1 < p < oo, Theorem 2.2 is proved directly in [15]. Other applications

in controllability of the results of § 1 will be given elsewhere.
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